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while his 11-year-old son is abducted and murdered, a distraught Michael Hayes faces the
capability finish of Waking Up his kinfolk and his Waking Up booming business, Eagle Realty.
The police fail to discover the killer, major Hayes and his Eagle colleague, Soo-Mee Yeong, to
embark all alone investigation. Enlisting the help of an previous good friend who has his
personal ties to the felony underground, the duo specialise in a eastern mobster who, while
trying to launder money, suffered sizeable losses in an Waking Up Eagle actual property
transaction controlled by means of Hayes. the quest leads Hayes and Yeong throughout the
shadow international of drug smuggling and duplicitous actual property offers in the US and
Japan. Will they locate the killer and produce him to Waking Up justice? Joe Traum brings
memorable characters, colourful locales, and a page-turning plot to this interesting thriller.
neighborhood author, reviewed in J Standard.
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